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National role - Access and Preservation

Document Supply Demand

- Publisher PPV and big deals.
- Declining acquisition budget.
- 3rd party sourcing (reselling).
- New “niche” areas.
- Brand and trust.

• Customer retention.
• Diversification.
• Open Access.
• Living Knowledge.
National role - **Access and Preservation**
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**FACTORS**

- Environment
- “Passive” structure
- Budget - Capex v Opex
- Demand profile
- Location
- Footprint requirement
- Risk appetite
Preservation - Automated Storage
National role - Access and Preservation

What is the UK Research Reserve (UKRR)? Purpose is to

Save space.

Preserve national collection.

Access maintained.

Collaborate.

Enhance the national collection.
UKRR – 4 Components of UKRR as-a-service

1. HOLDINGS DATA
   National Bibliographic Knowledgebase (NBK)

2. RETENTION AGREEMENT
   Preservation copy.

3. SYSTEMS
   Input data, BL check dbase and National holdings (NBK)

4. SERVICE
   British Library to Higher Education sector ....

UKRR as-a-service
Print preservation and access.
Strategic Direction
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DRIVERS – Technology, data, research, behaviour and user experience.
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